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EXPERIMENTALEVALUATION OF A BREADBOARD HEAT AND PRODUCT-WATER

REMOVAL SYSTEM FOR A SPACE-POWER FUELCELL DESIGNEDWITH

STATIC WATER REMOVAL AND EVAPORATIVE COOLING

by Norman H. Hagedorn and Paul R. Prokopius

Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

The goal of thisstudy was to provide a general assessment of a heat and product-

water removal system proposed for a space-power fuelcell having evaporative cooling

and staticwater removal. A program to testtransient behavior was conducted in order

to provide the data needed to make this evaluation.

The system tested was made up of a breadboard version of the heat and water re-

moval flow network and a simulated fuel-cellmodule. The fuel-cellsimulation was a

mathematical-mechanical combination of a computerized model of the thermal and

product-water characteristics of the fuel celland the two steam generation loops. The

model was programmed to control the steam loops and thereby to generate, for the

breadboard system, the evaporated-coolant and product-water effluent streams of the

fuel cell.

The test program provided a general characterization of the transient system re-

sponse, and from this the basic system design was assessed. The assessment indicated

that several areas would require additional study in furthering the proposed design past

the breadboard stage. These involve interactions between pressure regulators in the

pumping loop that occur when they are not correctly matched and the question of whether

an ejector is necessary in the system. However, no basic or inherent problems were

discovered, and the system is considered a viable design for the advanced-technology

fuel cell.

INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells have been used for power generation on the Biosatellite,

Gemini, and Apollo space missions and will be used on the Space Shuttle. In each in-



stance, the system for removing wasteheatandproduct water from the fuel cells has
beentailored to the specific characteristics of the particular fuel cell beingused.

Nowanadvancedfuel cell hasbeendevelopedthat uses "static" water removal and
evaporative cooling (ref. 1) techniquesnot used heretofore onspacemissions. Until
now, no complete system hasbeenevaluatedin terms of its ability to managethe heat
and water removal from thesenewfuel cells. However, the developer of the fuel cells
hasproposeda conceptualdesign (ref. 1) for sucha system. This report presents the
results of the first experimental evaluationof a breadboardsystem basedon that design.

The breadboardsystem did not include a functioning fuel-cell module. Instead, two
steam streams, onesimulating the product water andthe other simulating the evapo-
rated coolantwater from a module, were introduced into the system. Thesestreams
were controlled by ananalog computer model of the thermal characteristics of a fuel-
cell module (fig. 1). Power levels over the range of 1.4 to 7 kilowatts were simulated.
The system wasevaluatedin terms of its response to step changesin the power level of
the simulated fuel-cell module.
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SYMBOLS

2
total area in module of the electrodes or oxygen/coolant plates, 5.56 m

constant, 332.8 K; 139.2 ° F

constant, 4.37x10 -4 K/(N/m2); 5.43 ° F/psia

module heat capacity, 1174 J/(kg)(°C); 0. 281 Btu/(lbm)(°F)

oxygen/coolant plate thickness, 7.62x10 -4 m; 0.03 in.

Faraday's constant, 96 500 C/equivalent

latent heat of vaporization of water, 2.32×106 J/kg; 1000 Btu/lbm

effective thermal conductivity of oxygen/coolant plate, 0. 173 J/(m)(sec)(K);

1.2 Btu-in./(hr)(ft2)(°F)

module mass, 28.6 kg; 63.1 Ibm

number of electrons transferred

evaporator pressure, N/m 2

pressure upstream of evaporator orifice, N/m 2

net electrical output of module, kW

rate of heat leaving module as latent heat of vaporization of product water, J/sec

total heat generation rate of module, J/sec



We

Ts

t

pw
7

evaporator temperature, K

module temperature, K

time, sea

flow rate of evaporated coolant, kg/sec

flow rate of product water, kg/sec

time constant

Subscripts:

ss steady state

0 initial

FUEL CELL

A cross-sectional view of a fuel cell with static product-water removal and evapo-

rative cooling is shown in figure 2. The innermost structure is an asbestos mat con-

Wining aqueous potassium hydroxide electrolyte. Adjacent to each side of the mat is a

catalyzed screen electrode. In contact with the hydrogen-side electrode (anode) is a

porous plate that serves as an electrolyte reservoir and absorbs changes in electrolyte

volume. Shown above the reservoir, but separated from it, is another electrolyte-filled

asbestos mat. Product water is removed from the fuel cell by applying a partial vacuum

to the chamber above this mat. The partial vacuum causes the electrolyte in this mat to

be more concentrated than the electrolyte in the reservoir plate. Water thus evaporates

from the reservoir, condenses into the upper mat, and then reevaporates into the vacu-

um cavity. By selecting the proper reduced pressure to be used, the electrolyte con-

centration in the reservoir can be held within acceptable limits. This, then, is the

static product-water removal concept.

In contact with the oxygen electrode (cathode) is a plate with a flow field machined

in each side. Shown next to the lower side of this plate is a semipermeable membrane.

Oxygen is introduced adjacent to the oxygen electrode, and liquid water is supplied be-

tween the plate and the membrane. Heat from the fuel-cell reaction is conducted

through the plate, causing vaporization of the water. The water vapor then passes

through the membrane and into a vacuum chamber below the membrane. By controlling

the pressure in this vacuum chamber (i. e., the pressure at which the water is permitted

to evaporate), the fuel-cell temperature can be held near the desired value.

In a multicell module of fuel cells of this description, the vacuum chambers for

product-water removal and evaporative cooling would feed to common manifolds. It

would be the function of the system associated with such a module to control and main-



tain the correct vacuumlevels in these respective manifoldsand to condense,store,
andreturn liquid water to the moduleas required.

SYSTEMCONCEPT

A schematic (ref. 1) of the system conceptsuggestedby the developer of the ad-
vancedfuel cells described in the preceding section is shownin figure 3. Theprime
mover in this system is a gas-driven diaphragm pump (1).1 Incoming hydrogen, which
is suppliedon demandaccording to the operating power level of the fuel-cell module (2),
is the actuating gas. Therefore, the pumpspeedis a function of modulepower.

To generatethe partial vacuumlevels required for product-water and evaporated-
coolant (water) removal, the pumprecirculates condensatethroughan ejector (3) situ-
ateddownstreamof the condenser(4). Thereducedpressure at the ejector secondary
flow inlet inducesthe flow of the mixture of product-water vapor and evaporatedcoolant
from the fuel-cell module to the condenser, where it is condensedandsubcooled. The
product-water pressure controller (5) regulates the ejector primary flow rate. The
feedbackfor this controller is a pressure signal from the product-water vapor manifold.
The ejector thus removes condensatefrom the condenserat the rate necessary to hold
the product-water vapor pressure (the lowest-pressure point in the system) at its pre-
scribed value. In this way the fuel-cell electrolyte concentration is controlled.

Fuel-cell temperature control is obtainedby using a backpressure regulator (6) in
the outlet of the evaporated-coolantmanifold. The steam passingthrough this regulator
combineswith the product-water vapor and flows to the condenser.

The condenseris cooledat a rate adequateto assure somedegreeof subcoolingof
the condensate. This is to lessenthe possibility of cavitation at the diaphragmpump
inlet. Condensercooling is therefore controlled by a three-way valve (7) in the coolant
inlet line. The valve sensescondensatetemperature and passesflow through the con-
denser or bypassesflow aroundit.

As another meansto avoid pumpcavitation, a bypassaround the pumpwasprovided.
A pressure regulator in this line (8) waspreset to maintain anadequatenet positive
suction headat the pumpinlet.

The net flow of condensatefrom the pumpis directed toward a pressure regulator
(9), which controls the return flow of liquid water into the modulecoolant cavities. This
regulator sensesthe pressure difference betweenthe liquid water andthe evaporated
coolant (i. e., across the semipermeable membrane). Water is suppliedat a rate suffi-
cient to keepthe liquid pressure approximately 6895N/m 2 (1psi) greater than the
evaporated-coolantpressure. This is to assure that vapor bubbleswill be expelled

1Numbersin parenthesescorrespondto the numberedcomponentsin figures 3 and 4.
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through the membraneinto the steam cavity. The remainder of the condensate,which
represents the product water generatedby the module, passesto storage.

The system containsan overboard vent in caseof pumpor condenserfailure or
operation of the moduleat above-designpower levels. A backpressure regulator (10)
in the vent line sensesthe product-water vapor pressure. A rise in this pressure will
initiate venting. Under this condition, cooling of the moduleis maintainedby water
flowing from storage to the modulecoolant cavities.

BREADBOARDSYSTEM

The original configuration of the breadboard system is shownschematically in fig-
ure 4. Hydraulically actuatedvalves (1,2) were used to control the flow rates into the
system of the two steam streams simulating the product-water flow andthe evaporated
coolant flow, respectively, from a fuel-cell module. Another hydraulic valve (3) con-
trolled the removal from the system of liquid water, representing the return flow of
coolant to the module.

The condenser(4) hada multilayered configuration, with coolant flowing in alter-
nate layers. Fins projected into the flow passages. The heat transfer area on the
steam side, including fins, wasapproximately 0.214 square meter (2.3 ft2).

Hotand cold utility water were mixed to give a condensercoolant of the desired
temperature. An electropneumatic flow controller (5) located in the hotwater line, and
sensingthe mixture temperature, provided control. A similar controller (6) in the
mixture line regulated coolant flow to the condenser, thus controlling the condensate
temperature.

Two diaphragmpumps (7) driven by a single electric motor, and operating 180° out
of phasewith oneanother, were connectedin parallel to simulate the gas-driven dia-
phragmpump of the conceptualsystem. Pumpspeedandstroke were both adjustable.

The ejector (8) downstreamof the condenserwas specially designedto meet the
flow rate andpressure requirements of the system.

The two backpressure regulators (9, 10) for controlling the evaporated-coolantman-
ifold pressure and the overboard vent, respectively, were standard commercial gas
utility regulators. They were chosenfor their low deadbandandgooddroop character-
istics. The two regulators were sized to pass 100and220 m3/hr (3500and 7700ft3/hr),
respectively, for a pressure drop of 34 450N/m 2 (5psi) with a pressure droop of
249N/m 2 (1 in. water column). Theremaining pressure regulators (11,12,13) in the
system were commercial types, modified in some casesto meet specific requirements.
Thesemodifications consistedof blocking the downstreampressure-sensing port and of
tappingthrough the body below the diaphragm for feedbackof pressure from a control
point.



Rotameters were usedto monitor the flow rates of condensatefrom the condenser,
the condensercoolant, the liquid water leaving the system, and the ejector primary
fluid. The rotameters were sized to give a midrange reading at the respective expected
nominal flow rates and hadanaccuracy of ±3percent of full scale.

Thermocoupleswere located in the steam inlet lines, at the condenserinlet and
outlet, in the condensercoolant inlet and outlet lines, and at the pumpinlet.

Pressure transducers were placed in the two steam lines, at the condenseroutlet,
at the ejector primary inlet, at the diaphragmpumpinlet and outlet, anddownstreamof
the hydraulic valve that controlled the exit rate of liquid water from the system. These
transducers hada natural frequency of 5000hertz anda nonlinearity/hysteresis charac-
teristic of +0.75 percent.

Thermocouple and transducer data were recorded on high-response strip-chart

recorders. The recorders exhibit a 90-percent-of-full-scale response rise time of

4 milliseconds and a frequency response characteristic that is flat to 60 hertz.

In general, all instrumentation and control components peripheral to the actual sys-

tem simulation had response characteristics that were orders-of-magnitude faster than

the fastest recorded system response.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Flow Rate Control

To simulate the product-water vapor and evaporated coolant being ejected by an

operating fuel cell, it was first necessary to derive a mathematical model of the thermal

characteristics of a cell module. This model took the form of a lumped-parameter

formulation for the first law of thermodynamics, making the module temperature inde-

pendent of spatial coordinates. When programmed on an analog computer and subjected

to a step forcing in heat generation rate (power level), the model calculated and con-

trolled the flow rates of product-water vapor and evaporated coolant water into the sys-

tem (fig. 5). Feedback from the system of the evaporated-coolant pressure permitted

continuous calculation of the simulated-module temperature (see appendix A for the

derivation and use of the thermal model).

The steam, which was introduced into the system in two streams, was generated

in an electrically heated boiler. It was superheated by in-line heaters to prevent con-

densation of the streams before they reached the condenser. By trial and error it was

determined how much superheat to add to just balance the heat loss between the system

inlets and the condenser.

Closed-loop controllers were used to actuate hydraulic valves thatregulated the

upstream steam pressure on (i.e., the flow rate through) choked orificesat the inlets



to the system. The computer calculated the flow-rate set points, and the feedbacks

were the pressures measured upstream of the orifices.

As an example, the signal T s - T e (see SYMBOLS section) was used as the set

point for the evaporated-coolant flow controller. The orifice calibration _ = f(Peo ),

where Peo is the pressure upstream of the evaporator orifice, and the relation

AHfg = kA(T s - Te)/d were used for computer conversion of the feedback pressure

signal into the same form as that of the set point: (T s - Te) = f(Peo ) AHfgd/kA. The

difference, (T s - Te)setpoint- (T s - Te)feedback, provided the actuating signal for the

flow controller. A similar approach was taken for controlling the flow rates of product

water into, and liquid water out of, the system.

System Modifications

Early in the experimental program, it was decided to make several changes in the

breadboard system. Although these changes represented deviations from the original

concept, it was felt that they would not have a profound effect on the conclusions to be

reached.

First, the overboard vent provision in the system was eliminated because it was

not possible to make that portion of the system adequately leak free and the in-leakage

of air was causing operational difficulties. Since the test program did not call for

simulation of any conditions that would lead to overboard venting, it was felt that this

deletion was reasonable.

Next, it was found that the method used to control the condensate temperature was

inherently unstable. The instability was a function of the condenser orientation, the

feedback thermocouple location, the magnitude of the simulated change in power level,

the coolant flow controller gains, and the pressure variations in the system. Several

modifications were made in the condenser coolant subsystem with little, if any, im-

provement in performance. Finally, it was decided simply to use cold utility water as

the condenser coolant. The flow rate was set constant at a high enough value to handle

the maximum heat load to be introduced to the condenser. The condensate temperature

was thus permitted to drift during the course of the experiments.

Finally, for the sake of simplicity, it was decided not to attempt to vary the dia-

phragm pump speed as a function of simulated power level. If the pump speed had been

varied, the only effect would have been to cause the pump inlet pressure regulator and

the product-water pressure controller to readjust in order to maintain the proper flow

rate through the ejector.



Data Collection

In conducting the experimental program, no attempt was made to map the operation

of the system or to do a complete transient analysis. Instead, selected transients were

run to obtain data from which the transient characteristics of the system could be deter-

mined.

Rapid changes in power demand typify the power profile of space-power fuel cell

systems. These demand variations, which ultimately are step changes, represent the

primary transient conditions for which the system must be designed. In keeping with

this, the breadboard system was studied in terms of its response to step changes in

simulated system load power. In determining the general transient characteristics,

tests were run with the system parameters set at or near "baseline" conditions and also

with variations from baseline. For example, transients were run for a range of dia-

phragm pump inlet pressures to determine the effect this operating parameter has on

the system response.

Over the duration of each transient test, strip-chart recordings were made of

12 key system parameters. These parameters are as follows:

(1) System load power, simulated by a voltage input function to the fuel-cell com-

puter model

(2) Evaporated-coolant flow, recorded as the pressure upstream of a sonic flow-

control orifice in the evaporated-coolant flow simulator

(3) Product-water flow, recorded as the steam pressure upstream of a sonic flow-

control orifice in the product-water simulator loop

(4) Fuel-cell-module temperature, calculated by the module model

(5) Calculated module-to-evaporator temperature difference, representing the

driving force for heat rejection from the module

(6) Evaporator pressure, measured upstream of the evaporated-coolant backpres-

sure regulator

(7) Condenser inlet pressure

(8)

(9)
(10)

(11)

(12)

Steam temperature measured at the condenser inlet

Condensate temperature, measured at the condenser outlet plenum

Condenser coolant outlet temperature

Ejector primary pressure

Ejector secondary pressure

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A sample 1.4- to 7-kilowatt load step transient is shown in figure 6. Figure 6(a)

shows the action of the computer simulation, 6(b)the recorded pressure parameter
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responses, and 6(c)the recorded temperature responses.
Activated by the loadtransient shownin figure 6(a), the product-water response

generator of the computer model introduced a first-order transient to the product-water
flow control. The ensuingflow transient that was generatedshowsa rise from an initial
value of 0.54 kg/hr (1.2 lbm/hr) to a new steady-state value of 2.58 kg/hr (5.7 lbm/hr).

Similarly, the computer simulation calculated the illustrated lag responsesin Ts and
Ts - Te and, with thesedata, generatedthe correspondingevaporated-coolantflow re-
sponse. The latter, also a first-order response, rises from an initial flow of 0.86 kg/
hr (1.9 lbm/hr) to a final value of 5.05 kg/hr (11.1 lbm/hr). The two flow transients

generated by the computer-controller simulation of the fuel-cell module represent the

perturbation that must be acted on by the heat and water removal system.

The system pressure response transients recorded for the 1.4- to 7-kilowatt load

step are shown in figure 6(b). The evaporator pressure, because of the control action

of the evaporated-coolant backpressure regulator, shows only a small transient devia-

tion from its set-point value of 51 675 N/m 2 (7.5 psia). On the other hand, the conden-

ser inlet pressure exhibits a transient with a significant overshoot. This suggests the

presence of a system response characteristic that is second order or higher. This

transient (specifically, the magnitude of the overshoot) is particularly significant in re-

gard to maintaining condenser stability since the condensing interface position is pres-

sure related.

The second-order (overshoot) transient characteristic was thought to be the result

of an interaction between the product-water pressure controller in the ejector primary

loop and the transient characteristics of the condenser portion of the loop. To deter-

mine whether this was, in fact, the situation that existed, subsequent tests were run

with the product-water pressure controller blocked in a fixed position. The overshoot

characteristic persisted throughout these tests, and thus it could be concluded that the

system itself is inherently second order or higher.

As seen in the fourth data trace of figure 6(b), except for an initial 5-second dead

time, the condenser pressure transient is transmitted to the secondary port of the

ejector. However, it is greatly amplified in the ejector primary loop. This is due to

the control action of the ejector loop regulators in response to the condenser inlet tran-

sient.

Temperatures in the condenser portion of the loop that were generated by the load

step are shown in figure 6(c). The steam temperature at the condenser inlet exhibits an

overdamped response with a slow ripple characteristic, and the coolant outlet tempera-

ture is an overdamped lag response. The condensate temperature displays a transient

characteristic with a 10-second dead time and an overshoot characteristic that coincides

with the peak values of the condenser inlet and ejector pressure transients.

In assessing the stability characteristic of the system, transient tests (load steps)

were run under a variety of conditions. The effects that were studied included variations



in operating parameters suchas system pressure and temperature as well as variations
in system control functions. In every casethe system was foundto perform stably and
the dataexhibited the basic characteristics that were outlined in figure 6. The closest
any test came to generating anunstablesituation wasonein which all the system param-
eters were set at or near design conditions, but the nominal ejector primary pressure
was 67 520N/m 2 (9.8 psia) or less (insteadof near 70960N/m2 (10.3 psia)). This
wasaccomplishedby lowering the set point for the pumpinlet pressure regulator. Un-
der these conditions a low-amplitude stable oscillation wasobserved in the ejector pri-
mary and secondarypressures, as well as in the condenserinlet pressure. As the
primary pressure wasdecreasedfurther, the oscillations persisted, andthe amplitude
remained constantat a relatively small value (5510N/m 2 (0.8 psi) peak to peakin the
ejector primary pressure). Thesedataare presented in figure 7. The fact that the
amplitude of the oscillations observed in the ejector primary pressure is attenuatedin
the condenserportion of the system suggeststhat the oscillatory characteristic is gen-
erated in the pumploop. A possible explanationis that at the lower pressures the
ejector loop regulators are closed to the point where their high sensitivities or hyster-
esis characteristics are sufficient to establish and maintain a stable oscillation.

The ejector was included in the loop design to lessen the possibility of cavitation in
the diaphragmpumpby providing a positive pumping headto the pumpinlet. The ejector
also provided some isolation for the fuel-cell moduleand the condenserfrom the pres-
sure pulsations of the diaphragm pump. The needfor the ejector wassomewhatin
doubt, so tests were conductedto determine if this requirement wasjustified. For
these tests the product-water pressure controller wasmovedto a point betweenthe
condenserandthe diaphragmpump, andthe ejector was eliminated from the loop. Var-
ious step transients were run with the system configured in this manner without any
observabledetrimental effects on loop operation. Actually, the system responded
better, in that the magnitudeof the overshoot characteristic of the condenserinlet pres-
sure responsewas considerably less thanwith the ejector installed. A sample load step
transient from 1.4 to 7 kilowatts is shownin figure 8. In this case the condenserpres-
sure overshot its final value by 2070N/m 2 (0.3 psi). For a similar load transient with
the ejector active (fig. 6(b)), an overshootof 5510N/m2 (0.8 psi) occurred. Thetighter

responseand control characteristic of this system wasnot totally unexpectedsince in
this case the controller andthe primary vacuumsource are more closely coupledto the
parameter being regulated. Also, the pulsating action of the diaphragmpumpappeared
to bebeneficial to the controlling action of the system becausethe evaporated-coolant
and product-water regulators were kept in a dynamicstate. Thus, any control discon-
tinuity or deadtime brought aboutby regulator friction, or "stiction, " was eliminated.
In some instances with the ejector installed in the loop, stiction in the evaporated-
coolant regulator was indeedobserved. An exampleof this is given in figure 9. This

10



effect is shown as an uncontrolled buildup in evaporated-coolant pressure for a short

time immediately following the load transient. When the control signal magnitude

reaches a value that overcomes the stiction, the regulator breaks free and a rapid cor-

rection occurs that brings the evaporated-coolant pressure into control. This tempo-

rary loss of control and correction for the ensuing nonlinearity is reflected in the sys-

tem pressure recordings shown in figure 9. In all cases tested with the ejector removed,

these effects were not present. As previously stated, without the isolating effects of

the ejector, the pulsating pressure of the diaphragm pump can be transmitted back to

the system to keep the controllers in continuous action. Considering the fact that with-

out the ejector the system is more responsive and also that any component friction

effects might be eliminated, it would appear to be advantageous to eliminate the ejector

from the system design. For a complete assessment of this, further study is required.

Since the response characteristics of the fuel-cell product water rejection are not

generated by a mass transport model but are approximated by assumption, the influence

that this transient has on the overall system response was tested. This was done by

varying the time constant of the assumed first-order lag response in product-water flow.

The condenser inlet pressure and evaporated-coolant flow are the system parameters

used to illustrate these effects. Response transients are shown in figure 10 for 1.4-

to 7-kilowatt load steps with the product-water time constant set at 26.5 seconds, the

value that was used throughout the test program, plus two variations from this - zero

and 53 seconds. In comparing the three transients, some interesting effects were ob-

served. The slowest product-water flow transient 2T coincides with the fastest of the

three evaporated-coolant flow and condenser inlet pressure transients. This can be

attributed to the fact that a decrease in the response rate of product-water flow carries

with it a decrease in the rate at which heat is being removed from the cell by the product

water. To maintain control of the cell temperature, this heat flow rate decrease must

be compensated for by an increase in the amount of heat being removed by the evapora-

tor. Therefore, even though product water is being removed at a slower rate, the in-

creased demand placed on the evaporator is apparently the overriding effect and is re-

flected into the condenser inlet pressure as a higher overshoot characteristic, quicker

response, and quicker settling time.

Various tests that were conducted indicate that one portion of the loop that is some-

what design sensitive to a breakdown in system integrity (loss of control) is that portion

which includes the ejector and its associated control elements. This loss of control can

be caused by a sudden decrease in power and is a result of the second-order (or higher)

response characteristic of the condensing portion of the system. Following a step down

in power, the pressure in the condenser portion of the loop undergoes an underdamped

decrease before steady operation at the set-point pressure is reestablished. Since this

pressure serves as the feedback control signal for the product-water pressure control-

ler of the ejector loop, it follows that the pressure decrease can generate an overcor-
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rective decrease in the pumpingaction of the ejector. Contingenton the magnitudeof
the underdampeddecrease, the overcorrection in control could call for a complete shut-
downof the product-water pressure controller and hencethe primary or pumpingstream
of the ejector. With this, the control action of the ejector loop is lost andthe condenser
is exposedto the diaphragmpumpvacuum (from the downstreamside of the ejector
primary through the secondary). In the normal modeof operation, in which the dia-
phragmpumpvacuumis significantly lower than the vacuum beingmaintainedin the con-
denser, this loss of control wouldbe only momentary. In this situation, control re-
covery would occur because, with the shutdownof the ejector primary flow, the
condenserwouldsuddenlyexperience the lower vacuum (i. e., higher pressure) of the
diaphragmpumpinlet. This vacuumdecreasewould be transmitted to the product-water
pressure controller, which would, in turn, reopenandallow the ejector stream to flow
and reestablish control of the condenserinlet pressure.

This situation could, however, result in a permanent loss of control if the vacuum
beingheldat the diaphragmpumpinlet were high enoughto assumecontrol of the con-
densingportion of the loop. In this case the diaphragmpumpwould, in effect, eliminate
the ejector from the system andthe condenservacuumwouldnot undergothe decrease
necessaryto reestablish control. The permanentcontrol-loss situation would obviously
havea low probability of occurrence becauseit requires a double contingencyin opera-
tion, the combinationof a responsemagnitudelarge enoughto causethe product-water
pressure controller to shut downandtoo high a vacuumat the inlet of the diaphragm
pump. However, becauseof the seriousness of a total loss of control, the slightest
possibility that this combinationcould occur must of necessity be consideredin anysys-
tem design.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

From the results of the transient test program, it canbe concludedthat the system
doesnot display any general tendencytoward instability or operational discontinuity.
Further, while in the nominal operating range, all the system transients havethe gen-
eral characteristics of slow first-order lags or underdampedsecond-order (or higher)
responses. With oneexception, these poseno problems in maintaining control. The
oneexceptionis in the ejector loop in which the product-water pressure controller up-
stream of the ejector canbe driven completely closed, while respondingto a decrease
in load, becauseof the underdampedcharacteristic of the condenserloop pressure. Un-
der normal operating conditionsthis canproduceonly a momentary interruption in con-
trol andwith proper design this condition canbe eliminated. At an off-design operating
condition in which the vacuumbeingheld at the diaphragm pumpinlet is large enoughto
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assume control, this situation cangeneratea permanent loss of control by the ejector
loop. In another off-design condition, in which the product-water pressure controller is
nearly closed, an oscillation is establishedin the ejector and condenserportions of the
system. Neither this nor the ejector control loss situation could beconsideredto bea
problem inherent in the system concept. However, in any further designor prototype
testing thesesituations wouldwarrant additional analyses to assess, andultimately
guard against, their probability of occurring.

Also worthy of someadditional investigation wouldbean assessmentof the value of
the ejector to the system design. Tests in this program showedthat the system could
be madeto operate without the ejector, and in somerespects performance was im-
proved. However, a completeassessmentof the basic system designcharacteristics,
suchas stability or c_ntrollability, wasnot conducted.

Onthe whole the performance of the breadboardwas consideredto be acceptable.
Basedon this and the fact that a gooddeal of care was taken in makingthe breadboard
a credible representation of the proposed system, the configuration tested is considered
a viable design for the advanced-technologyfuel cell.

Lewis ResearchCenter,
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration,

Cleveland, Ohio, January 14, 1977,
506-23.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION AND USE OF THE FUEL-CELL-MODULE THERMAL MODEL

According to the first law of thermodynamics, (Rate of heat accumulation) = (Rate

of heat generation) - (Rate of heat loss), or (see SYMBOLS section)

dT s kA(T s - Te)
mCp - Qt - Wpw AHfg - (1)dt d

Rewriting yields

Ts + kA Qt _Vpw AHfg + kA
dm--CpTS =_pp - mCp m_pd Te

(2)

The first term on the right side of equation (1) represents the total heat generation rate

of the module. _ep changes in this parameter provided the forcing for the model.

The second term corresponds to the heat leaving the module as latent heat of vapor-

ization of the product water. In reality, this term is a function of module temperature,

electrolyte concentration, product-water cavity pressure, time, etc. Because there

was insufficient computer capacity for an exact representation of this function, it was

approximated by an exponential term as follows: letting Qp = Wpw aHfg and using a

polarization curve for a typical fuel cell in a module, it is possible to calculate Qt and

= (see appendix B for typical derivations). For any
a steady-state value for % QPss

power level, then, the ratio (QPss/Qt)is known. Therefore, before a step change was

introduced in Qt' a potentiometer in the analog computer was set to the value of QPss /

Qt that corresponded to the steady-state heat rates at the new power level. When the

step change was introduced, the computer-calculated difference Qt(%ss/Qt) - %0 was

fed into a first-order lag generator. The signal thus generated by the computer was

Wpw AHfg =Qp(t) = Qp0+ (QPss - QPc) (1- e-t/T) (3)

where Q_ represents the initial condition. The time constant T was treated as an
iJ 0

experimental parameter.

Returning to equation (1), the final term on the right side contains the temperature

at which coolant water vaporizes into the steam manifold. This temperature is the
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feedbackfrom the breadboardsystem to the analog model. However, the parameter
actually measuredin the breadboardsystem was the steam manifold pressure. To con-
vert this pressure into an equivalent temperature, the vapor-pressure-against-
temperature curve for water was linearized over a small temperature range centered
at the nominal temperature for the steam manifold, 355.4 K (180° F). The computer

was then programmedto calculate Te = a + bPe, where Pe is the measured steam

manifold pressure and a and b are the intercept and slope of the linearized curve.

It was recognized that the possibility existed for the calculated instantaneous module

temperature to be lower than the steam manifold temperature (e. g., if the manifold

pressure were to rise for some reason). The model would then imply that heat was

flowing back into the module. To avoid this anomaly, the signal T s - T e was fed to a

comparator. When this temperature difference was negative, the signal was blocked

from the computer integrator. Under this condition the model then became

s - Wpw
mCp mCp

(4)

which states that all the heat being generated is either accumulated in the module or

leaves with the product water. When the calculated temperature difference T s - T e

once again became positive, the model returned to the form given in equation (2).
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

To determine the total heat generation rate Qt and the heat leaving the module with

the product water at steady state QPss as functions of total power Pt' consider a fuel-

cell module with a total electrode area of 5.56 square meters (60 ft 2) and made up of

single cells giving 0.89 volt at 1079 A/m 2 (100 A/ft2). The thermal efficiency can be

derived by first defining a fictitious voltage Vt in terms of the heat of reaction for the

reaction (H2)g + 1 (O2)g _ (H20)/"

Vt _ -AH _ 1.48 volts
nF

Then, the thermal efficiency _t = V/Vt = 0.89/1.48 = 0.60. Also, _t = Net power/

(Net power + Waste heat) = Pt/(P t + Qt ), or Qt = Pt (1 - 7?T)/_T" In this case, Pt =

(1079 A/m 2) (5.56 m 2) (0.89 volt) = 5.34 kW. Therefore, Qt = (5.34)(1 - 0.60)/0.60 =

3.56 kW.

Now, QPss = Wpw AHfg" It was assumed that AHfg = 2.32×106 J/kg (1000 Btu/

Ibm H20) and Wpw = (0.94×10 -7 kg H20/(A)(sec) ) (1079 A/m2)(5.56 m 2) = 5.64><10 -4

kg/sec. Thus, %ss =(5"64×10-4kg/sec)(2"32×'06 J/kg) : 1.31 kW and (%ss/qt) :
1.31/3.56 = 0.368.

By using other values of current density and obtaining corresponding single-cell

voltages from a polarization curve, repetition of these calculations permitted curves of

Qt and (%ss/Qt) against Pt to be drawn.
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Computer control signals
Steam generator
(fuel-cell simulator)

Product-water vapor

Evaporated coolant

Breadboard system

Figure 1. - Fuel-cell-module simulation.
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H elect r_S_:n_re) - _ _______
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/

O2 electrode
(cath°de)z. ,' H20 (liquid)

Oxygen/coolant plate J ." _ Evaporated coolant
1

Semipermeable./ , , (partial vacuum)
membrane _

Figure 2. - Fuel cell with static product-water removal and evaporative cooling.
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Total heat generation

rate of module Qt
(input signal)

Analog computer

Control
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Steam generator

i_
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Evaporated coolant

Evaporator pressure Pe lfeedback)

Figure 5. - Signal and fluid flow diagram.

Breadboard system
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